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Patent Invalidity vs. Non-Infringement

I Since the early 1990s, there has been a marked increase in the
importance of pretrial litigation maneuvers for outcomes in
patent litigation.

I Among cases with a decision on the merits, 56% were decided
by a trial during 1976-90 and 41% were decided by a trial
during 1996-2000 (Henry and Turner 2016).

I Common maneuvers include requests for a particular claim
construction in a “Markman” hearing, or a motion for
summary judgment (Ford 2013).

I Firms also ask courts to vacate rulings as part of settling
patent litigation, and courts often grant these requests (Bock
2013).



Patent Invalidity vs. Non-Infringement (Continued)

I The effects of shifts in the probabilities of invalidity and
non-infringement on innovation are not well understood.

I Alleged infringers’ private benefits in seeking patent
invalidation may be below the social benefits (Farrell and
Merges 2004; Ford 2013; Bock 2013).:

I Under either invalidity or non-infringement, the alleged
infringer “wins” the case.

I But patent invalidity has external effects on other firms and
consumers.

I These papers have focused largely on the direct (beneficial)
effects of the invalidation of “bad” patents.



Patent Invalidity vs. Non-Infringement (Continued)

I No research has considered the effects that different expected
relative rates of invalidity and non-infringement might have on
the rewards to firms contemplating investing in research and
development.

I Generally, when the primary nexus of competition is “for the
market” instead on “in the market” (Evans and Schmalensee
2002), the effects of policies that alter the market power of
technology leaders are more nuanced.

I Patent litigation common in “new economy” industries (e.g.
Apple vs. Samsung).



Our Approach - A Dynamic Model of Innovation and
Patent Litigation

I We adapt the infinite-horizon “innovative industries” model of
Segal and Whinston (2007):

I Two innovating firms take turns as dominant incumbent and
(innovating) entrant.

I We add uncertain patent litigation outcomes.
I We add fringe firms that may imitate technology not covered

by valid patents.

I We capture different effects of invalidity and non-infringement
(static and dynamic), and show how different legal regimes
ultimately affect equilibrium innovation.

I We also study antitrust (the main focus of Segal and
Whinston).



Our Approach - A Dynamic Model of Innovation and
Patent Litigation

I Model is highly stylized, analysis focuses on “standard
assumptions” about replacing a higher probability of invalidity
with a higher probability of non-infringement:

I Both patentees and alleged infringers will often derive a
short-run (i.e., static) benefit because other firms cannot use
the technology under non-infringement, can under invalidity.

I The patentee may enjoy a long-run (i.e., dynamic) benefit
because its main rival (the alleged infringer) may be
constrained by the patent in pursuing future innovations under
non-infringement, but not under invalidity.



Results: Innovation Incentives

I We find that raising the probability of patent
non-infringement, while reducing the probability of patent
invalidity, promotes innovation.

I Innovation incentives are higher under the “infringement first”
(IF) legal regime that always considers infringement, and are
lower under the “validity first” (VF) regime that always
considers validity.

I With a higher expected total short-run payoff for the firms, the
reward that an innovator expects to receive is higher and the
equilibrium rate of innovation is likewise higher.

I For a given R&D investment, the innovating entrant is more
likely to replace the incumbent, so it invests more in R&D.



Results: The Patent Litigation Strategy Effect

I When the legal regime is chosen endogenously, the patentee
always prefers IF but the alleged infringer may prefer VF.

I VF reduces the probability that the incumbent is overtaken by
the entrant conditional on an innovation.

I VF yields a lower equilibrium rate of innovation relative to IF,
which increases the term of incumbency and raises its value.

I Hence, innovation incentives may be lower under endogenous
regime choice. We call this the patent litigation strategy
effect.



Results: Antitrust Enforcement

I Multiple equilibria possible in the model, and regime choice
may have self-reinforcing effect.

I If expect IF in future, expect high rate of innovation and low
value of incumbency. Hence, choose IF.

I If expect VF in future, expect low rate of innovation and high
value of incumbency. Hence, choose VF.

I So agreements/norms to choose IF may seem anticompetitive
(by preserving patent validity), but could help raise innovation
incentives.

I Antitrust enforcement generally may raise innovation
incentives (Segal and Whinston 2007). They may
simultaneously lower the value of incumbency, mitigating the
patent litigation strategy effect (our paper).



Static Model

I Suppose n firms compete imperfectly as oligopolists.

I Let demand be p = A−
∑

i qi and let production carry a
constant marginal cost per unit c .

I Of the n firms, two are leading firms that innovate and
generally have superior technology while n − 2 trailing firms
have access only to publicly available technology that permits
production at cost c .

I One of the leading firms already has access to a technology
that permits production at cost c < c.

I Let c be such that, relative to the public technology, the
improvement is drastic in the sense of Arrow (1962)—if just
one firm owns the technology, then the monopoly price
pm < c . In that case, the monopolist firm earns profit

πM = (A−c)2

4 .



Static Model

I The second leading firm is attempting to innovate its
technology to produce below c .

I When the second firm succeeds in innovating, it either
innovates to produce with technology c < c (also drastic) or
it innovates to some (non-drastic) intermediate point
c
′ ∈
(
c , c
)
.

I Upon innovation, a patent infringement suit ensues where the
innovator attempts to block the incumbent firm from using or
imitating its (newly innovated) technology.



Static Model

I If the innovator’s technology achieves c its patent will be
found “valid and infringed” and the incumbent is left to
produce at cost c .

I Otherwise the innovator loses the case and it may not be able
to exclude its rival from technology c

′
.

I If the patent is found “not infringed,” then the two firms
essentially compete as duopolists, because none of the trailing
firms may use either of the leading firms’ technologies.

I If the patent is found “invalid,” however, then the trailing
firms and the incumbent alleged infringer may use the c

′

technology and there is n-firm oligopoly competition.

I To keep things simple, let c
′
= c (limiting case).



Static Model

I Under Bertrand competition, price is driven to marginal cost
under both non-infringement and invalidity:

I Both leading firms earn zero profit in both cases.

I Under Cournot competition, price is not driven to marginal
cost:

I Under non-infringement, two firms can produce at cost c .

They each earn (A−c)2

9 .
I Under invalidity, n firms can produce at cost c and each firm

earns a profit of
(

A−c
n+1

)2
.

I Hence, both leading firms prefer non-infringement to
invalidity, but the gain is greater under Cournot competition.



Dynamic Model: Basics

I An adaptation of Segal and Whinston (2007).

I Infinite horizon, discrete time, two leading firms discount the
future at rate δ ∈ (0, 1).

I In each period, one of the firms is the incumbent (I ) and the
other is the entrant (E ).

I At the beginning of a period, the incumbent is one rung
higher than the entrant on the quality ladder.



Dynamic Model: Innovation

I The entrant chooses a rate of R&D ϕ.

I We will interpret this as the probability that the entrant’s
innovation is strong enough for it to advance at least one
rung.

I The cost of R&D is c(ϕ), where c()̇ is twice continuously
differentiable, increasing and convex.

I We also assume limϕ→ 1
2
c ′(ϕ) = ∞, which we will call the

Incumbency Advantage condition.
I When the incumbency advantage condition holds the

equilibrium ϕ < 1
2 , which guarantees that the incumbent

expects a higher present-discounted payoff than the entrant.



Dynamic Model: Per-period Payoffs and Transitions

I If the entrant fails to innovate, then the incumbent earns
short-run payoff πM , the entrant earns short-run payoff 0, and
both firms remain in their positions until the beginning of the
next period.

I If the entrant innovates and the innovation is sufficient so that
the entrant can occupy the rung above the current incumbent
(rung +1), then the patent is found valid and infringed.

I The entrant earns short-run payoff πVI
E ≤ πM , the incumbent

earns short-run payoff πVI
I ≤ πM , and the entrant becomes the

incumbent in the next period.

I If the innovation is insufficient for rung +1, then the entrant
is able only to reach rung 0.

I The entrant and incumbent simultaneously compete for
short-run payoffs and scramble to achieve the next rung (and
incumbency) by the beginning of the next period.

I Both short-run payoffs and the outcome of the scramble
depend upon the determination of patent litigation.



Dynamic Model: Per-period Payoffs and Transitions



Dynamic Model: Standard Case Assumptions

I πNI
i ≥ πINV

i for both i
I Both firms enjoy a static benefit from patent validity.

I ηNI ≥ ηINV .
I The patentee is more likely to win the scramble when its

patent remains valid.



Dynamic Model: Legal Regime

I If Pr(VI ) = 1, then our model collapses back to Segal and
Whinston (2007).

I If not, then the legal regime j ∈ {IF ,VF} determines the
probabilities.

I In the Infringement First (IF) regime, infringement is always
considered, validity is considered only if the patent is found
infringed.

I In the Validity First (IF) regime, validity is always considered,
infringement is considered only if the patent is found valid.



Dynamic Model: Baseline Probabilities

I Let θINF ∈ {0, 1} denote the status of a patent’s infringement
(with “1” assigned to an infringed patent).

I Let θVAL ∈ {0, 1} denote the status of a patent’s validity
(with “1” assigned to a valid patent).

Permutation Probability

θINF = 1, θVAL = 1 p11

θINF = 1, θVAL = 0 p10

θINF = 0, θVAL = 1 p01

θINF = 0, θVAL = 0 p00



Dynamic Model: Probabilities By Legal Regime

I Under the Infringement First (IF) regime, patents that are
both invalid and not infringed are always determined “not
infringed:”

I Pr (VI |IF ) = p11
I Pr (INV |IF ) = p01
I Pr (NI |IF ) = p10 + p00.

I Under the Validity First (VF) regime, patents that are both
invalid and not infringed are always determined “invalid ”

I Pr (VI |VF ) = p11
I Pr (INV |VF ) = p01 + p00
I Pr (NI |VF ) = p10.



Dynamic Model: Legal Regime and Short-Run Payoffs

I The expected short run payoffs for firm i ∈ {E , I} under the
two regimes are

EIF [πi ] ≡ Pr(VI )πVI
i + Pr(NI |IF )πNI

i + Pr(INV |IF )πINV
i

EVF [πi ] ≡ Pr(VI )πVI
i + Pr(NI |VF )πNI

i + Pr(INV |VF )πINV
i .

I Then

EIF [πi ]− EVF [πi ] = p00
(
πNI
i − πINV

i

)
.

I The expected short-run payoff for firm i is higher under IF if
and only if patent validity confers a static benefit.



Dynamic Model: Legal Regime and Transition Probabilities

I The probabilities that the entrant becomes the incumbent in
the following period are:

ωIF = Pr(VI ) + Pr(NI |IF )ηNI + Pr(INV |IF )ηINV

ωVF = Pr(VI ) + Pr(NI |VF )ηNI + Pr(INV |VF )ηINV .

I Then

ωIF − ωVF = p00(η
NI − ηINV ).

I The probability that the entrant becomes the incumbent in
the following period is higher under IF if and only if patent
validity confers a dynamic advantage.



Dynamic Model: Equilibrium Analysis

I We use dynamic programming to solve for stationary Markov
perfect equilibria of an infinite-horizon game.

I Let V j
i denote the expected present discounted value, at the

beginning of a period, of being firm i ∈ {E , I} under regime
j ∈ {IF ,VF}.

I Then given the probabilities of innovation and the outcomes
of the patent cases, the values for the incumbent and entrant
under regime j are

V j
I = πM + δV j

I

+ϕ
[
Ej [πI ]− πM + δωj(V j

E − V j
I )
]

V j
E = δV j

E

+ϕ
[
Ej [πE ] + δωj(V j

I − V j
E )
]
− c(ϕ).



Dynamic Model: Equilibrium Analysis

I A potential entrant’s level of innovation is chosen to maximize
its expected discounted value.

I Let

w ≡ Ej [πE ] + δωj(V j
I − V j

E ) (1)

denote the innovation prize where, following Gans (2017), we
refer to V j

I − V j
E as the incumbency advantage under future

application of legal regime j .

I Note that the optimal level of innovation conditional on w is

Φ(w) = arg max
ϕ∈[0,1]

{ϕw − c(ϕ)}.

I Given our assumptions on c(ϕ), Φ(w) is the unique solution
to the entrant’s first-order condition w = c ′(ϕ).

I This yields the “Innovation Supply” (IS) curve.



Dynamic Model: Equilibrium Analysis

I Consider now what determines the innovation prize w .

I Solving for V j
I − V j

E and substituting into w , we can write

W j(ϕ) = Ej [πE ]+δωj

(
ϕ
[
Ej [πI ]− Ej [πE ]

]
+ (1− ϕ)πM + c(ϕ)

1− δ + 2δϕωj

)
.

I It describes the “Innovation Benefit” (IB), which is the value
of being the innovator conditional on the rate of innovation.

I We assume that the IB and IS curves intersect just once, so
there is a unique (ϕ∗,w∗).

I Existence follows from continuity of Φ(·) and W j(·), and
uniqueness obtains whenever πM ≥ Ej [πI ] + Ej [πE ], so that
industry profits with a monopoly are higher than expected
industry profits are when innovation occurs.



Dynamic Model: Equilibrium Analysis

I The IS curve does not depend upon the legal regime.

I Hence, if the legal regime shifts the IB curve up for all ϕ, then
equilibrium innovation increases.

I This may shift due to changes in static or dynamic payoffs,
and the legal regime affects both.



Dynamic Model: Equilibrium Analysis



Dynamic Model: Comparing IF and VF

I The innovation benefit W j(ϕ) is increasing in ωj .

I Recall

W j(ϕ) = Ej [πE ]+δωj

(
ϕ
[
Ej [πI ]− Ej [πE ]

]
+ (1− ϕ)πM + c(ϕ)

1− δ + 2δϕωj

)
.

I The numerator of the second term is positive due to the
incumbency advantage assumption, and the entire term is
proportional to δωj

1−δ+2δϕωj , the expected discounted term of
incumbency.

I If there is a dynamic advantage to patent validity, then
ωIF > ωVF and W j(ϕ) is higher under IF.



Dynamic Model: Comparing IF and VF

I With a bit of algebra, can show that the innovation benefit
W j(ϕ) is increasing in expected short run payoffs Ej [πE ] and
Ej [πI ].

I This implies that the innovation benefit is higher under IF
whenever πNI

i ≥ πINV
i for both i .



Dynamic Model: Endogenous Legal Regime

I In practice, the sequence of deciding validity and infringement
is endogenous to the case.

I Patentees and alleged infringers may file pre-trial motions for
summary judgment.

I In some instances juries are specifically instructed to consider
validity (infringement) only if the patent is first found to be
infringed (valid).

I To study endogenous sequencing, suppose that after
innovation occurs, both the incumbent and entrant may
express a preference over whether infringement or validity is
determined first.

I Following court practice, we assume that invalidity moots the
infringement question but non-infringement does not moot
the validity question.

I Hence, if both prefer IF, then IF is used. But if either the
incumbent or entrant prefers VF, then VF is used.



Dynamic Model: Endogenous Legal Regime

I Preference over regimes hinges on whether profit under a “not
infringed” decision is higher than profit under an “invalid”
decision.

I We define a stationary equilibrium in the legal regime and in
the level of innovation as occurring when the incumbent
optimally chooses legal regime k conditional on expecting
legal regime k and innovation level ϕk to be chosen in all
future periods, and innovation level ϕk is optimal when the
entrant expects legal regime k and innovation level ϕk to be
chosen in all future periods.



Dynamic Model: Endogenous Legal Regime

I Conditional on successful innovation, the entrant’s and
incumbent’s payoffs under regime j in the present period,
given that a stationary equilibrium with regime k and
innovation level ϕk will be picked from the next period
forward, are

ΠE (j , k) = Ej [πE ] + δωj(V k
I − V k

E )

ΠI (j , k) = Ej [πE ] + δωj(V k
E − V k

I )

I Then, defining ∆Πi (k) ≡ Πi (IF , k)− Πi (VF , k) to be the IF
incentive for firm i , we can write

∆ΠE (k) = p00
[
πNI
E − πINV

E + δ∆η(V k
I − V k

E )
]

∆ΠI (k) = p00
[
πNI
I − πINV

I − δ∆η(V k
I − V k

E )
]
.



Dynamic Model: Equilibrium with Endogenous Legal
Regime

I For firm i , the IF incentive ∆Πi (k) is proportional to the sum
of the short-run value of validity πNI

i − πINV
i and the

(discounted) product of the dynamic advantage ∆η and the
incumbency advantage V k

I − V k
E where the latter conditions

on legal regime k being chosen in every subsequent period.

I A necessary condition for existence of an IF equilibrium is that
∆Πi (IF ) ≥ 0 for both i , given innovation level ϕIF is chosen.

I This condition is also sufficient for a unique IF equilibrium if
∆Πi (VF ) > 0 for both i , given innovation level ϕVF . That is,
an IF equilibrium is unique if a VF equilibrium fails to exist.

I Similarly, a necessary condition for existence of a VF
equilibrium is that for some i , ∆Πi (VF ) ≤ 0, given innovation
level ϕVF and this equilibrium is unique if ∆Πi (IF ) < 0 for
innovation level ϕIF .



Dynamic Model: Incumbency Advantage

Lemma 1. Let the legal regime be j and fix the innovation level
at ϕ. Then the incumbency advantage ∆V j(ϕ) is strictly
decreasing in ϕ for any ϕ ≤ ϕj , where ϕj is the equilibrium level of
innovation conditional on regime j.



Dynamic Model: Some Sufficient Conditions for
Equilibrium

Proposition 2. Let ηNI = ηINV . If πNI
i > πINV

i for both i , then IF
is the unique equilibrium. If πNI

i < πINV
i for at least one i , then VF

is the unique equilibrium. If πNI
i = πINV

i for both i , then there is
an infinite number of equilibria (including VF). The equilibrium
legal regime yields the maximum rate of innovation.



Dynamic Model: Equilibrium Legal Regime

Proposition 3. If the Standard Case conditions hold, then the
incumbent’s preferences over IF or VF are decisive.



Dynamic Model: Equilibrium Legal Regime

Proposition 4. Suppose the Standard Case conditions hold. If
ηNI > ηINV and πNI

I = πINV
I , then there is a unique equilibrium

where VF is chosen every period.

I The incumbent does not gain in the short-run from a “not
infringed” decision, but does gain in the scramble from an
“invalid” decision. Hence, the incumbent will seek to
maximize the probability of invalidity.

I Bertrand competition paired with a dynamic advantage
captures this case perfectly.



Dynamic Model: The Patent Litigation Strategy Effect

Corollary 1. If ηNI > ηINV and πNI
I = πINV

I , then the equilibrium
rate of innovation is lower with regime choice than under
mandated IF.

I Proposition 4 yields conditions where this occurs where VF is
chosen in equilibrium.

I For such cases, we say that the patent litigation strategy
effect reduces the level of innovation.

I By reducing the entrant’s expected short-run payoff and the
probability that the entrant’s innovation wins incumbency for
it, the incumbent’s choice of VF lowers the entrant’s
incentives to innovate.



Dynamic Model: Multiple Equilibria

I The patent litigation strategy effect externality may be
self-reinforcing, as multiple equilibria are possible in this
model.

I Mathematically, a necessary condition for multiple equilibria is
∆ΠI (IF ) ≥ 0 ≥ ∆ΠI (VF ).

I In such circumstances, an alleged infringer who expects IF to
be chosen in the future expects a high rate of innovation in
the future and a low incumbency advantage, and so prefers IF
now.

I At the same time, an alleged infringer who expects VF to be
chosen in the future expects a low rate of innovation in the
future and a high incumbency advantage, and so prefers VF
now.



Dynamic Model: Comparative Statics

Proposition 5. Let Standard Case conditions hold. A change in
the distribution of court outcomes that raises ωj for all j increases
∆ΠI (j) for all j , making it more likely that an IF equilibrium exists
and less likely that a VF equilibrium exists.

Proposition 6. Let the Standard Case conditions hold. An
increase in ηINV increases ∆ΠI (j) for all j , making it weakly more
likely that an IF equilibrium exists and weakly less likely that a VF
equilibrium exists. A decrease in ηINV decreases ∆ΠI (j) for all j ,
making it less likely that an IF equilibrium exists and more likely
that a VF equilibrium exists.



Antitrust
I It is easy to imagine that, in practice, an agreement among

direct rivals (or an industry norm) to choose the IF regime
could appear problematic.

I It bears some resemblance to the practice of negotiating a
settlement and jointly requesting a court vacate the invalidity
ruling, in that both maneuvers directly reduce the number of
invalidated patents. And viewed narrowly, these actions are
anti-competitive.

I Patent non-infringement or the vacatur of an invalidity ruling
leaves in place patent protection, which constrains fringe firms
in short-run competition and constrains all of the patentee’s
rivals in producing cumulative innovation.

I Yet our analysis shows that these sorts of agreements would
weakly raise innovation incentives.

I With an agreement/norm to choose IF, either IF is a unique
equilibrium (and the agreement/norm is unnecessary) or the
agreement/norm tips the firms towards an IF equilibrium and
away from a VF equilibrium.
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Antitrust

I Denote firm i ′s payoff under litigation outcome k as πk
i (α).

I Segal and Whinston (2007) interpret a higher α as
representing a policy that is more protective of entrants that
innovate beyond incumbents. In our context, this implies that
dπVI

E (α)
dα > 0.

I Define also

πNI
i (α) = πVI

i (α) + XNI
i (α)

πINV
i (α) = πVI

i (α) + X INV
i .



Antitrust

Proposition 7. Let
dXNI

i (α)
dα = 0 for both firms and let πM be

independent of α. If a strictly more protective antitrust policy does
not lower the total short-run profit under a “valid and infringed”
decision, then innovation incentives rise.

I Segal and Whinston (2007) get a very similar result.



Antitrust

Proposition 8. Let
dXNI

i (α)
dα = 0 for both firms and let

dπVI
I (α)
dα < 0.

Any strictly more protective antitrust policy that raises innovation
incentives (conditional on legal regime) also makes it strictly more
likely that IF will be chosen.

I Intuitively, V j
I − V j

E is decreasing in the protectiveness of
antitrust policy because incumbent firms are more hindered.

I Because
dXNI

i (α)
dα = 0 for both firms, antitrust policy has no

effect on the relative short-run payoffs.

I Hence, the relative payoff to invalidation is lower with a higher
α, and the patent litigation strategy effect is attenuated.



Conclusion

I We analyze how variation in the probabilities of patent
non-infringement and invalidity affect incentives to innovate,
and how firms attempt to manipulate this variation.

I Generally, a higher probability of non-infringement (versus
invalidity) improves innovation incentives both by raising the
expected short-run payoffs that firms receive and by raising
the probability an entrant patentee becomes the next
dominant incumbent.

I However, alleged infringers may prefer to seek a higher
probability of invalidity if the incumbency advantage is
sufficiently large because the alleged infringer has a higher
probability of remaining the incumbent under invalidity.

I When present, this patent litigation strategy effect lowers the
equilibrium rate of innovation.

I In this context, antitrust policy may help to improve
innovation incentives.



Future Work

I We would like to do empirical work on this.

I The big challenge is pinning down when firms are best
classified as incumbent (or even as dynamic competitors).


